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Arborisa™
Arbor isa™'s biophilic acoustic modules channel natural
inspirations to craft a collection of designs that combine
organically angular accents and abstract linear forms.
These large-scale acoustic clouds span across spaces,
providing robust auditory coverage to inhabitants
below. Designed to emulate the expansive look of a tree
canopy, these modules, made of our Soft Sound®
acoustic material, branch off in various directions,
providing an array of acoustic coverage whether as a
single module or grouped together. 

The elevated aesthetic of this acoustic cloud system
arrives in four naturally expansive designs: Arborisa™
Nest, Arborisa™ Axil, Arborisa™ Aura, and Arborisa™
Denza. 



Arborisa - Aura



Arborisa - Axi l



Arborisa - Denza



Arborisa - Nest



Arborisa - Nest |  Understanding the Module



SoftShapes™
SoftShapes™ brings a new angle to commercial acoustic
design in three distinct form factors: Tri, Quad, and Hex
for three, four, and six sides of auditory bliss. These
versatile geometric building blocks, available in a wide
range of sizes, can be wall or ceiling-mounted,
supplying acoustic attenuation where you need it most. 

SoftShapes™ modules can be tiled across a space to
create a continuous grid look, used as freestanding
clouds, mixed with other Arktura Systems (TriSoft®,
SoundStar®, SoftGrid®, etc.) or in dynamic clusters to
adaptively maximize your design intent. 



SoftShapes - Tri



SoftShapes - Tri



SoftShapes - Hex



SoftShapes - Hex



SoftShapes - Quad



SoftShapes - Quad



SoftShapes |  Mix & Match



SoftGrid®
Whether using one module or many, the SoftGrid®
family of ceiling elements opens up a multitude of
possibilities for design and acoustical impact. Choose
your pattern from our SoftGrid® library and rely on this
simple-to-assemble, easy-to-hang approach that
works with most ceiling types. Modules can be used as a
singular feature or connected with our bridge clips to
create a dynamic architectural field. And with our recent
updates, most modules are now available in Duo finish
options, unlocking new possibilities for acoustic design
& performance.

SoftGrid® modules can be trimmed down to a minimum
of four fin intersections. 

https://arktura.com/softgrid-duo-expansion/


SoftGrid |  Design Options



Standard PET Finishes



NEW! SoftGrid - Ti l t ,  Tempo, Trel la



SoftGrid - Flux



SoftGrid - Deca



SoftGrid - Orbit



SoftGrid - Switch



SoftGrid - Wave



SoftGrid - Skyl ine



SoftGrid - Skyl ine |  Custom Logo



SoftGrid - Scale



SoftGrid - Sine



SoundEdge®
Ceiling Baffles

So undEdge® ceiling system offers flexible building
blocks to easily achieve enhanced acoustical
performance and design effects. Its modular single fin
design, available in a multitude of lengths and depths, is
easy to install, and can be mixed and matched in
numerous configurations. SoundEdge® is constructed
from our Soft Sound® acoustical material (100% PET
plastic with up to 60% recycled content) to drastically
reduce sound reverberation.

Easily removable fins allow access to larger systems and
the open structure makes accessing lights, HVAC,
rigging points, plumbing, AV equipment, and life safety
systems easy for your maintenance team.



SoundEdge



SoundEdge |  Standard Sizes & Attachment Options



SoundBar®
SoundEdge® Ceiling Baffles So undEdge® ceiling
system offers flexible building blocks to easily achieve
enhanced acoustical performance and design effects.
Its modular single fin design, available in a multitude of
lengths and depths, is easy to install, and can be mixed
and matched in numerous configurations. SoundEdge®
is constructed from our Soft Sound® acoustical material
(100% PET plastic with up to 60% recycled content) to
drastically reduce sound reverberation. Easily
removable fins allow access to larger systems and the
open structure makes accessing lights, HVAC, rigging
points, plumbing, AV equipment, and life safety systems
easy for your maintenance team.



SoundBar



SoundBar |  Standard Sizes & Attachment Detai ls

Attachment OptionsStandard Sizes (1/2"W)



SoundBar |  Inner L & Outer L



SoftSpan®
SoftSpan® is an award-winning, highly versatile,
innovative acoustic baffle system, that delivers the look
of coffered ceilings or large timber trellises without the
weight, all while reducing the impact of noise across any
interior space. Constructed from our high-performance
PET Soft Sound® acoustical material, Softspan® is
available in various colors and finishes to fit any design
vision. Choose from a library of options to find a match
to complement and enhance your space, including a
lineup of Soft Sound® Wood Textures to replicate the
character and warmth of timber ceiling trellises. 

SoftSpan® modules can be trimmed in the field.



SoftSpan 48



SoftSpan 48



SoftSpan 48



SoftSpan - 24,  48,  48A & 96 Modules



Attachment OptionsStandard Sizes (1/2"W)

SoftSpan |  Module Options & Edge and Attachment Detai ls

Trel l is  & Coffer  Modules |  Optional  Panel  Lights



SoftSpan & SoundBar Interconnectivity



Atmostphera®
Atm osphera® builds on Arktura’s experience designing
and manufacturing custom solutions to deliver a
dynamic, scalable, and affordable family of modular
ceiling systems. Choose from linear, organic, and
faceted designs, available in a wide range of colors. 

Easily Field Modifiable. This system allows for some
simple modifications that can allow it to adapt to your
space without having to design a custom system.

Continuous Straight Baffles. Utilizing a hidden fin and
frame alignment system, Atmosphera® provides
continuity in all directions across your space. Our custom
formulated material thickness and density ensures
rigidity that limits deflection.



Atmosphera |  Design Options



Atmosphera - Swel l  & Flow



Atmostphera®
Adaptive
Take your design to new heights using Arktura’s
Atmosphera® Adaptive family of products—a modular,
configurable, open baffle ceiling system with a range of
tailored visual profiles and options. Atmosphera®
Adaptive can adapt to any space and help you achieve
bold, beautiful results in architecture and interior design.

No Field Trimming Necessary. All modules are built to
your unique project specifications, removing the need for
any field trimming and assuring easy installation.

Curving Acoustic Baffles. Arktura offers a proprietary
curved baffle system with no visible hardware.



Atmosphera Adaptive - Analog



Atmosphera Adaptive - Analog 3D



Atmosphera Adaptive



SoundStar® 
SoundStar® ceiling system’s hexagonally shaped cellular
coffers offer a scalable way to add geometric
dimensionality and disrupt sound’s ability to travel across
a space. Each module is comprised of angled surfaces
made from our Soft Sound® acoustical material (100%
PET plastic with up to 60% recycled content) with a metal
substructure. Choose from 12” or 24” deep modules, to
mix and match as desired. Thanks to its flexible, modular
configuration, SoundStar® can adapt to a range of
spaces and design visions, to create a spectacular visual
effect. The design and sound capturing capabilities of
this system offer a fresh effective approach to high
performance sound attenuation. 



SoundStar |  Standard Modules & Attachment Detai ls



TriSoft® 
TriSoft® ceiling system makes it easy to add faceted
dimensionality and quiet elegance to interiors. Its
triangular faceted pyramid faces are composed of our
Soft Sound® acoustical material (100% PET plastic with
up to 60% recycled content) with a metal substructure.
Mix and match TriSoft’s® available modules and nodes
as building blocks to build faceted straight field layouts
scalable to any size space. With a variety of color options,
and specially engineered attachment brackets, TriSoft®
is designed for maximum impact, flexibility, convenience,
and acoustic performance. 



TriSoft



Delta Drop® 
Delta Drop® brings faceted, dimensional geometry to
your design, in a long, narrow panel. Plus, it offers easy
installation, using quick torsion spring attachment across
standard ceiling grid systems, or simple wall attachment
using our Vertika channel system. Integrated backlighting
is available if you want to add some light to your design,
or try our Soft Sound® backer if you are looking for an
acoustic solution. 

Available in 2x4 and 4x4 panels fully perforated, partially
perforated or solid.



Delta Drop



Vapor® 
Vapor® wall and ceiling panel system achieves modern
expression through abstract patterns. Its subtle
complexity lends visual interest across large spans and
multiple spaces. Add an optional backer, select from our
acoustically performative and beautiful Soft Sound®
material or close off the system with our light-
transmitting frosted polycarbonate backer.

Vapor® panels are manufactured from aluminum that is
on average 50% thicker than the competition, which in
combination with our precision processes result in
unrivaled flatness.

Achieve uninterrupted patterning across your space.
Vapor® patterns have perforations that wrap around the
edges of each panel, concealing where patterns start and
end.



Vapor |  Design Options



Vapor



Vapor - Frequency



Vapor



Vapor - Exterior



Trace & Part ic le



Vapor - Understanding the Panel



Vapor - Standard Finishes



Vapor® 
Graphic Perf® Adaptive
Vapor® Graphic Perf® turns wall and ceiling tiles into a
limitless canvas, combining the best aspects of two of
Arktura's most popular offerings - Vapor® and Graphic
Perf® - into one versatile system. Let Arktura apply its
proprietary, algorithmic software and manufacturing
expertise to transfer any image or pattern into perforated
metal torsion spring panels. Like our Vapor® Family of
Products, these are fully compatible with Arktura's
Vertika® wall channel and standard grid systems, to
make installation across walls and ceilings effortless. Add
available custom color, Soft Sound® acoustic backer
panels, and Arktura's integrated lighting, and the
opportunities are truly endless.



Vapor Graphic Perf  - Adaptive 



Vapor Graphic Perf  - Adaptive 



Vapor Graphic Perf  - Adaptive 



Vapor Graphic Perf  - Adaptive 



Graphic Perf® Solutions
Encode your building facade or interior surfaces with
meaning through Arktura’s customizable Graphic Perf®
Solutions line of customizable panel systems. Arktura’s
proprietary, algorithmic software systems and
manufacturing expertise make Graphic Perf® Solutions
the way to inscribe any image, text, or pattern into panels
tailored to your design vision.

Larger Panel Sizes. With a range in panel sizing, Graphic
Perf® allows for larger panel specifications resulting in
fewer seams and lower installation time.

Ability to Curve Panels. Graphic Perf® panels can be
rolled to result in a smoothed, radiused application.
Curves may be tailored to adapt to almost any
architectural design.



Graphic Perf  Solutions



Graphic Perf  Solutions



Graphic Perf  Solutions



Graphic Perf  Solutions



Graphic Perf  Solutions - Exterior



Solutions Studio
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